
A Grandparents Day Afternoon Tea Party for our Grandchildren’s Survival 

 

Remember all those years ago, when Kevin Rudd’s first government was elected, we 

had such high hopes that the threat of global warming was at last going to be tackled 

by our governments, State and Federal? 

 

I remember the huge turnouts at the Walks Against Warming in 2007 and 2008.  This 

photo is of Warwick and me with Rosemary and Arthur Lathouris carrying the banner 

for the email campaign we ran from 2006 to 2009. 

 

 
 

Some of you may remember the Letter of the Month we wrote for Hut News during 

that time, about different aspects of the issue, and government action or inaction on 

them. 

 

However, in spite of all the public support for real action, nothing really happened.  

Both political parties bear responsibility for this.  And by the end of 2009, as the 

world’s leaders returned from the UN Climate Change Conference in Copenhagen 

with no plan for any action, the Sydney Morning Herald carried the message “The 

World Has Grown Weary of Climate Change”. 

 

People stopped marching and politicians stopped listening.    

 

But global warming didn’t stop.    

 

Scientists are now of the opinion that temperatures will rise by 4 to 6 degrees rather 

than the 2 degrees as initially hoped, with all the dreadful problems for survival that 

will pose. 

 

Is this the sort of inheritance we are content to hand down to our grandchildren?  It 

often seems to me that those of us who are now grandparents in Australia have lived 



through the best time in the world.  Are we prepared to leave our grandchildren a 

degraded country in which they will have to struggle to even survive? 

 

Australia is contributing hugely to climate change through the coal that is being 

mined here and exported.  And the latest information is that mining companies are 

planning to double their exports.  This means more mines, with their massive 

requirement for and pollution of water; and in NSW most are being planned for the 

rich agricultural land of the Liverpool Plains.  So we have a triple whammy for our 

grandchildren to contend with  -  climate change with its droughts, flood and 

bushfiress; degraded agricultural land; and polluted water.  

 

What can we grandparents do?  Well, there is a growing groundswell of public 

dissatisfaction about the impacts of coal and CSG mining.  Increasingly people are 

becoming aware of the problems they create, and standing up to let our political 

leaders know that this isn’t the way we want our country to develop.  We can add our 

voices to that  - and we have lots of voices  –  they’re always telling us how many 

baby boomers there are!  

 

Bob Debus told me recently that politicians pay more attention to letters than they do 

to emails, and hey, grandparents remember letters, writing them, putting stamps on 

them, posting them at the post office!  We know how to do this probably better than 

any of the young folks!  

 

So Warwick and I have decided to have a letter-writing party, on the theory that we 

might as well have some fun at the same time as letting our politicians know we 

aren’t happy with how things are at the moment.  And you’re invited!  Sunday 26 

October is NSW’s official Grandparents Day, so that seemed like a great day to do it. 

  

Please come to our Grandparents Day afternoon tea letter-writing party 

at the home of Robin and Warwick Mosman 

19 Falls Rd Wentworth Falls (opposite Wilson Park) 

 2.30 pm Sunday 26 October 

for a delicious afternoon tea 

and to write some letters to the leaders of both our political parties 

RSVP Phone 4757 1354 or email rwmosman@bigpond.com 

 

We’ll also be launching a website which you, and we hope thousands of other 

grandparents, will be able to access for ideas for further letters. 

 

Need any other inducement?  Bob Debus is coming to launch the website for us! 

 

Many of our friends speak of their frustration about the lack of vision or significant 

action from our political leaders on climate change.  Instead of just talking to each 

other about it, let’s start doing something, and get our message to the people who 

need to hear it. Let’s take some action to help our grandchildren. 

mailto:rwmosman@bigpond.com

